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Izzy Read, age 13 

When Triss wakes up after an accident, she 

doesn’t quite feel herself. We follow Triss 

as she discovers who she truly is and the 

changes she can’t even remember… 

‘Cuckoo Song’ was, for a start, an amazing 

historic book, based in the Edwardian 

times that captures the finesse of the 

period and shows you some different 

classes of the time. The book changes as 

you discover more and more hidden 

secrets, of the besider’s, of the Architect’s, 

of her, and her parents…  With the 

Architects scheme, time cannot go more 

quickly for Triss. This story has realistic 

character and storyline of course with a 

fantasy twist that takes the story to other 

darker places, definitely making it more 

gripping. It’s a mystery as well making 

you read on. Overall, it was a fantastic 

book and I highly recommend it to 

all history lovers as well as fantasy 

and mystery lovers and I hope everyone will love it. 

 

Carla McGuigan, age 14 - St. Colm’s High School Draperstown  

In this novel young Triss has a accident while on holiday with her family and 

when Triss wakes up she finds that she can’t remember what happen to her. 

Slowly young Triss starts to discover that what happened to her is a strange 

and terrible secret held close by Triss’s younger sister Pen. When it all becomes 

too much for young Triss  she starts to cry and mysteriously her tears are like 



spider webs.  

Terrified that something has made her ill she tries to keep it a secret. Though in 

order to learn the truth she must travel into the Underbelly and find the Shrike.  

Gradually Young Triss learns the truth but one question remains she and Pen be 

able to save Triss in time? Before it’s too late and she’s lost forever!!  

This was a brilliant read and I recommend it to people who love 

creepy novels.  

 

Khadijah, age 18 

This is one of the best fairytales I have ever read.  

It's dark, strange and atmospheric. The prose is wonderfully 

imaginative and fresh. Frances Hardinge has a unique voice which 

is original and exciting.  

I really liked how the fantasy elements were incorporated into an otherwise 

very real setting; it was brilliantly done. 

I look forward to reading more stuff from this author! 

 

Maddy Faulkner, age 12 

A compelling, dark tale of a young girl possessed. She see's and 

hear's things such as dolls screaming and she cries cobwebs. This 

story is strange and terrible and makes you want to carry on 

reading.  

This book is a dark, compelling book of a young girl called Triss. After an 

accident (or what was deemed to be) Triss can't seem to remember anything 

about who she is. She looks through her diary to try and jog her memory - and 

finds half of it gone... She knows that something is wrong but she can’t quite 

place it. She catches her parents having whispered conversations behind closed 

doors and her sister seems scared of her. You will grow to love characters such 

as Triss and feel sorry for characters (sometimes) such as Pen. You also begin to 

hate some characters. I do not usually read books of this type yet the way that 

the author wrote it was very clever and interesting. 

 

Ciara McIlvenna, age 17 

A haunting yet gripping tale executed beautiful. A stunning piece of 



prose that will keep you up all night desperate to turn that last page.  

This lyrical tale is bursting with mystery and suspense. Will keep you up reeling 

until the small hours of the morning.  A read that I recommend to all. 

 

Rose Heathcote, age 14 

This is the best book I have ever read. I was hooked from the 

beginning, the storyline is amazing, it's dark and mysterious and 

impossible to put down.  

This is a twisted version of a dark fairytale much like the Grimm Fairy tales.  It 

has a dark storyline with evil, warped and wicked characters.  The author has 

written the book so well that you could really believe that these fantasy people 

exist under the streets of Ellchester.  A must read for teenagers 14+  I would give 

this book 5*****. 

 

Sophia Ufton  

Gripping story, keeps you hooked from the very first page and stays 

with you long after you have finished reading.  

The story start with Triss waking up in a room where she can hear voices of a 

man and women who she assumes to be her mum and dad, she has had a 

accident and fallen into a lake, she cannot remember anything and slowly only 

bits are coming back to her. Penny her sister thinks she is making it up and 

'faking it' and she overhears her mum and dad talking about a man who owns a 

Daimler (car). Did he do this to her? The story grips you and you really won't 

want to put it down until you have finished it. A must read! 

 

Michael Keaveny, age 13 

A very dark and twisted fairy tale. Do not read if dolls give you the 

creeps....the dolls move to look at Triss as if they have come to life.  

She hides them all away afraid of what is happening to her.  

Triss comes out of the water not quite herself. She doesn't know what is wrong, 

she is constantly hungry and only dolls and other objects in her room seem to 

keep that hunger at bay.  What is worse is when she cries no tears come, only 

cobwebs. 

The story took me a while to get into but once they started to search for the 



architect and went to the underbelly I was hooked. I loved the way the creatures 

were all hid by the architect. 

I would recommend this book to others who like dark and creepy stories. 

 

Jodi Coffman, age 12 

I really enjoyed this book.  In the quest to discover what is wrong 

with her you join Triss on an exciting and sometimes frightening but 

powerful journey.  It is an original but captivating story.  

This book is about a girl, Triss, whose life had been tainted by her parents 

holding her back due their over-protectiveness.   After a family holiday was 

suddenly cut short strange things started to happen to her - leaves appeared in 

her hair; she cried cobwebs and she ate huge amounts and odd things.  She also 

saw strange sights such as dolls moving.  After spying on her sister she 

discovers that she is quite literally, not herself and desperately tries to find out 

what is wrong and what to do about it.  She tries to find answers in the 

underbelly of the city and the book takes you with her on this roller-coaster of a 

journey. 

 

Millie Windeler, age 15 

‘Cuckoo Song’ is a sweet book full of astounding imagery.  

Hardinge is a magnificent author and I love how she used a far more medieval, 

outdated, and spooky version of magical folk; a welcome conrast to the glittery 

winged fairies that we find in tales today. 

 

Belinda Brooke 

This beautifully written, dark and complicated tale will appeal to 

anyone who revels in the strange and the mysterious. 

 

Aimee Sweet, age 13  

“Her head hurt. There was a sound grating against her mind, a 

music-less rasp like the rustling of paper. Somebody had taken a 

laugh, crumpled it into a great, crackly ball and stuffed her skull 

with it. Seven days, it laughed. Seven days.”   



Ever since Triss fell into the Grimmer at her family’s holiday, something very 

surreal happened. Something very, very weird. Everyone, even Triss’ parents 

think she has a fever- after all, she fell into a river in the middle of the night. But 

Triss knows different: she had an insane hunger for food all the time; there are 

voices in her head; every day she wakes up with leaves: even when she cries and 

just wants to get away from it all, her tears are not tears: instead, in place of 

the tears, there are cobwebs…  

To make things more mysterious, Pen, Triss’ evil sister, is caught talking to 

someone on her Dad’s forbidden phone. But when Triss’ Dad calls the operator 

to see the calls that have been made that present moment, none were found. 

Who was Pen speaking to? Does Pen know anything to do with Triss? And who 

is Triss really?  

I love this book so much I tried to savour it like I do with sweets! The 

story is so vivid and intense that I feel as if Hardinge is painting 

pictures in my mind. The imagery is fantastic- the characters, especially 

Triss and Pen, come to life as soon as I pick up the book. In general, the scenes 

are all amazing but my favourite part is just after the climax. I enjoyed this 

book so much because of its twisted fantasy and the fairytale hidden inside.  

As this story is physically and mentally quite difficult to read, the age range is 

probably 14+ but there is no violence but some thriller scenes that I know little 

boys and girls who love a challenge would like to read! Boys and girls are both 

willing to read it, as I found it great and my brother was entranced when I read 

the blurb to him! The publisher is Macmillan and it’s impossible to not give this 

book a five star.  

(Also may I praise the illustrator who made the cove to this book- both 

attractive and interesting!)  

 

Lola Bridgeman, age 17 

A spooky, scary, mysterious tale, I really enjoyed this!  

I definitely want to read more by this author. The story reveals itself slowly, 

what happened to Triss isn't obvious or guessable, it's a modern fairy story or 

fable perhaps. I really didn't want this to end! 

 

   

 


